Chromosomal localization of integrated adenovirus DNA in productively infected and in transformed mammalian cells.
The in situ hybridization technique has been used to localize adenovirus type 12 (Ad12) genomes on specific chromosomes of Ad12-transformed hamster cells as well as on specific chromosomes of human cells productively infected with Ad12. Hamster cell lines T637 and A2497-2 contain 20 to 22 and 17 copies of Ad12 DNA, respectively, in an integrated form. The results of in situ hybridization experiments demonstrate that the Ad12 DNA molecules are predominantly located on chromosomes 2, 7, 11 to 13, and 15 in cell line T637, and on chromosomes 7, 20, and perhaps 16 to 19 in cell line A2497-2. These data further document that viral DNA is chromosomally integrated and does not persist in a huge extrachromosomal, episomal structure. There is evidence from previous work that adenovirus DNA can also be covalently linked to human cellular DNA after productive adenovirus infection of human cells. In keeping with these earlier findings, we have now been able to show by in situ hybridization experiments that early in productive infection, i.e., 2 or 6 hr after infection, Ad12 genomes are predominantly associated with a limited number of human chromosomes. It appears biologically significant that these chromosomes, which belong to groups A and CII, have been the same ones in several independent infection experiments. Other chromosomes may also carry smaller amounts of viral DNA. In situ hybridization of Ad12 DNA to chromosomes of uninfected human cells yields no significant chromosomal association of viral DNA. The signal to noise ratio of grain counts over chromosomes from Ad12-infected cells to areas devoid of chromosomes is 5.6. The results presented raise the question of whether Ad12 DNA can integrate at selective sites in human chromosomes and whether this insertion event plays an essential role in early steps of viral transcription or replication. There is no direct evidence to suggest a biologic function for viral DNA integration in the productive infection cycle.